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Harder Than I Remember!. If you enjoyed the first game, this one is worth playing as well. If you haven't, you'll need to play it
first. It's pretty much the same, just a continuation of the story.

Pros:
- Dialogue and comments when examining things continues to be funny and entertaining

Cons:
- The Purple Patriot's voice acting is over the top (by design). At first it's entertaining, but it gets old. Given the length of the
game this isn't a big deal, but if it were longer I could see it getting on my nerves.

Verdict: 8/10. Very good platformer! Game design is great and forgiving. When you die you don't lose the blueprints that you
may have found in the level either from secrets or drops! Improvement on the original overall and I loved the first one..
Watchout: although game is for free, it appears that several big bugs destroy whole gamplay.
Worst programming bug is that game does not save anymore any game data after a while. i wrote several bug reports but no
answer, no solving tipps in forum - nothing. this ruins any managing fun. bad bad programming, sad!. Upon first installing this
game I was disappointed it wouldn't run at all, or even stream from my newer PC. :(
But luckily, after a little searching here on the Steam Discussions, I figured out to install the latest two PhysX Nvidia drivers and
now all is well. Yay!

For anyone new to this franchise: play the demo first to decide if you like this type of game.
I only payed $2.49 during a sale, so my wife and I aren't terribly disappointed.

We've played other Frogware games like this one so are familiar and usually happy with the gameplay. It's too bad there doesn't
seem to be any controller support for it, which is yet another negative.

Our main complaint is, unlike some previous games in this series that were enjoyable, Sherlock: Nemesis quickly became quite
tedious. There are almost no "puzzles" at all; rather, you point-and-click on every possible item in hopes that you find something
you can pick up or interact with. Then, you almost randomly search every room or area for some unknowable item to help with
the current linear quest. We found little logic to what items we were supposed to be searching for and therefore had no way to
play the game without using a Walkthrough. At that point, the game is pure tedium and not worth playing if you're looking to
solve puzzles and use your brain. We quit before even reaching the halfway point in the game.

Not horrible, but certainly not the best Sherlock game in this series.. Pleasantly surprised by this game concidering the reviews
that I was reading.
As far as the actual game was concerned, its not the worst simulator I've played, but definatly not the best.

For first, the thing that I didn't like and slightly annoyed me was the fade to black, mission title, fade to game whenever I
reached an area where it had to load something, once or twice sure, but it was getting really repetative.

Besides that I can't really fault this game
7\/10. This game was a surreal and beautiful experience. The puzzles at times were a bit confusing at times but that was
completely overshadowed by the visuals and music. I would recommend this game to anyone who had the money for it.. I came
expecting Dark Souls.
I got that, and more.

It's a very fun dungeon crawler, with borderline perfect Soulslike combat, albeit a bit wonky at times, but DS suffers the same
issues.
A lot of dark souls comparisons to be made, which is a shame as it detracts from the game's own identity, but it really does
scream Dark souls.

If you enjoyed Dark Souls, this is absolutely worth it.
. Bought on day 1 available, played Gujian2 was a good game, but this is such a greater game compare to Gujian2. You can tell
that dev team have put lots lots improvements on details of the game. The amazing sights, beautiful music and the action feel of
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the combat. I can only hope the English version going out ASAP so more people can see this great chinese style RPG game
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Without Voice Acting: 9/10, would recommend.
With Voice Acting: 3/10, skip.

This is a confusing game to recommend.
It's quite possibly the best game so far, with better writing, graphics, plot, and setting (though the puzzles are a bit lacking
compared to Crooked and Sand Man).
But the voice acting is HORRENDOUS. So bad, in fact, that I uninstalled the game and downloaded a freeware version of it
without VA and played THAT instead. If a patch were to be released which allows the player to disable the voice acting, then I
would recommend it whole-heartedly. Unfortunately, until such a day, I honestly think you're better off looking up a freeware
version of this game, even if it's a bit less polished.

That said, if you ARE interested in playing, I think you should still buy the game, because it's only a few dollars and Uri (the
writer) honestly deserves it. I suggest doing what I did and buying the game to have in your library, then playing a freeware
version.. Happy with my DLC! :). It crashed twice. I got past when he said "Hell!What is this?" Walked around for a couple
seconds and crashed. Bought for the cuteness, stayed for the platforming.

For the price, you really can't go wrong. You get a cute magical kitty, a whole lot of great platforming, an army of slimes, and
overall pleasing pixel graphics. The controls are pretty good and the cat feels very responsive to control.

Unless you hate cats, hate cute things, or hate platformers - then this game would not be the game you're looking for.. If there's
one game I will describe as underrated, it's this game. Compared to the original version and older ports of this game, this one is
a major improvement with having better quality of the scenes and new cameras that show the scenes without having to watch
them and help keep track of the augers to trap them in the right timing. Not to mention bringing in the survivor mode to extend
the gameplay to it, since the full Night Trap game looks like it was very short (Even though it's supposed to be short since it's
like a game that's acting like a movie if combined all the scenes together). Although, I do have issues with the game of its acting
being subpar with certain characters (Only acting I find decent is Dana's) and the game not explaining how the Martin family
became vampires, who are the people who Victor trapped in the intro scene, and where did the girls and Danny ran off to after
being rescued. Honestly, when it comes to games involving tracking down with cameras, I really prefer this over the FNAF
series
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